Mining sentiment from user generated content is a very important task in Natural Language Processing. An example of such content is threaded discussions which act as a very important tool for communication and collaboration in the Web. Threaded discussions include e-mails, e-mail lists, bulletin boards, newsgroups, and Internet forums. Most of the work on sentiment analysis has been centered around finding the sentiment toward products or topics. In this work, we present a method to identify the attitude of participants in an online discussion toward one another. This would enable us to build a signed network representation of participant interaction where every edge has a sign that indicates whether the interaction is positive or negative. This is different from most of the research on social networks that has focused almost exclusively on positive links. The method is experimentally tested using a manually labeled set of discussion posts. The results show that the proposed method is capable of identifying attitudinal sentences, and their signs, with high accuracy and that it outperforms several other baselines.
Introduction
Mining sentiment from text has a wide range of applications from mining product reviews on the Web (Morinaga et al., 2002; Turney and Littman, 2003) to analyzing political speeches (Thomas et al., 2006) . Automatic methods for sentiment mining are very important because manual extraction of them is very costly, and inefficient. A new application of sentiment mining is to automatically identify attitudes between participants in an online discussion. An automatic tool to identify attitudes will enable us to build a signed network representation of participant interaction in which the interaction between two participants is represented using a positive or a negative edge. Even though using signed edges in social network studies is clearly important, most of the social networks research has focused only on positive links between entities. Some work has recently investigated signed networks (Leskovec et al., 2010; Kunegis et al., 2009) , however this work was limited to a few number of datasets in which users were allowed to explicitly add negative, as well as positive, relations. This work will pave the way for research efforts to examine signed social networks in more detail. It will also allow us to study the relation between explicit relations and the text underlying those relation.
Although similar, identifying sentences that display an attitude in discussions is different from identifying opinionated sentences. A sentence in a discussion may bear opinions about a definite target (e.g., price of a camera) and yet have no attitude toward the other participants in the discussion. For instance, in the following discussion Alice's sentence has her opinion against something, yet no attitude toward the recipient of the sentence, Bob.
Alice: "You know what, he turned out to be a great disappointment" Bob: "You are completely unqualified to judge this great person" However, Bob shows strong attitude toward Alice. In this work, we look at ways to predict whether a sentence displays an attitude toward the text recipient. An attitude is the mental position of one participant with regard to another participant. it could be either positive or negative. We consider features which takes into account the entire structure of sentences at different levels or generalization. Those features include lexical items, part-of-speech tags, and dependency relations. We use all those patterns to build several pairs of models that represent sentences with and without attitude.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review some of the related prior work on identifying polarized words and subjectivity analysis. We explain the problem definition and discuss our approach in Sections 3 & 4. Finally, in Sections 5 & 6 we introduce our dataset and discuss the experimental setup. Finally, we conclude in Section 7.
Related Work
Identifying the polarity of individual words is a well studied problem. In previous work, Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown (1997) propose a method to identify the polarity of adjectives. They use a manually labeled corpus to classify each conjunction of an adjective as "the same orientation" as the adjective or "different orientation". Their method can label simple in "simple and well-received" as the same orientation and simplistic in "simplistic but well-received" as the opposite orientation of wellreceived. Although the results look promising, the method would only be applicable to adjectives since noun conjunctions may collocate regardless of their semantic orientations (e.g., "rise and fall").
In other work, Turney and Littman (2003) use statistical measures to find the association between a given word and a set of positive/negative seed words. In order to get word co-occurrence statistics they use the "near" operator from a commercial search engine on a given word and a seed word.
In more recent work, Takamura et al. (2005) used the spin model to extract word semantic orientation. First, they construct a network of words using definitions, thesaurus, and co-occurrence statistics. In this network, each word is regarded as an electron, which has a spin and each spin has a direction taking one of two values: up or down. Then, they use the energy point of view to propose that neighboring electrons tend to have the same spin direction, and therefore neighboring words tend to have the same polarity orientations. Finally, they use the mean field method to find the optimal solution for electron spin directions.
Previous work has also used WordNet, a lexical database of English, to identify word polarity. Specifically, Hu and Liu (2004) use WordNet synonyms and antonyms to predict the polarity of any given word with unknown polarity. They label each word with the polarity of its synonyms and the opposite polarity of its antonyms. They continue in a bootstrapping manner to label all unlabeled instances. This work is very similar to (Kamps et al., 2004) in which a network of WordNet synonyms is used to find the shortest path between any given word, and the words "good" and "bad". Kim and Hovy (Kim and Hovy, 2004) used WordNet synonyms and antonyms to expand two lists of positive and negative seed words. Similarly, Andreevskaia and Bergler (2006) used WordNet to expand seed lists with fuzzy sentiment categories, in which words could be more central to one category than the other. Finally, Kanayama and Nasukawa (2006) used syntactic features and context coherency, defined as the tendency for same polarities to appear successively, to acquire polar atoms.
All the work mentioned above focus on the task of identifying the polarity of individual words. Our proposed work is identifying attitudes in sentences that appear in online discussions. Perhaps the most similar work to ours is the prior work on subjectivity analysis, which is to identify text that present opinions as opposed to objective text that present factual information (Wiebe, 2000) . Prior work on subjectivity analysis mainly consists of two main categories: The first category is concerned with identifying the subjectivity of individual phrases and words regardless of the sentence and context they appear in (Wiebe, 2000; Hatzivassiloglou and Wiebe, 2000; Banea et al., 2008) . In the second category, subjectivity of a phrase or word is analyzed within its context (Riloff and Wiebe, 2003; Yu and Hatzivassiloglou, 2003; Nasukawa and Yi, 2003; Popescu and Etzioni, ) . A good study of the applications of subjectivity analysis from review mining to email classification is given in (Wiebe, 2000) . Somasundaran et al. (2007) develop genre-speci.c lexicons using interesting function word combinations for detecting opinions in meetings. Despite similarities, our work is different from subjectivity analysis because the later only discriminates between opinions and facts. A discussion sentence may display an opinion about some topic yet no attitude. The language constituents considered in opinion detection may be different from those used to detect attitude. Moreover, extracting attitudes from online discussions is different from targeting subjective expressions (Josef Ruppenhofer and Wiebe, 2008; Kim and Hovy, 2004) . The later usually has a limited set of targets that compete for the subjective expressions (for example in movie review, targets could be: director, actors, plot, and so forth). We cannot use similar methods because we are working on an open domain where anything could be a target. A very detailed survey that covers techniques and approaches in sentiment analysis and opinion mining could be found in (Pang and Lee, 2008) .
There is also some related work on mining online discussions. Lin et al (2009) proposes a sparse coding-based model simultaneously model semantics and structure of threaded discussions. Shen et al (2006) proposes three clustering methods for exploiting the temporal information in the streams, as well as an algorithm based on linguistic features to analyze the discourse structure information. Huang et al (2007) used an SVM classifier to extract (thread-title, reply) pairs as chat knowledge from online discussion forums to support the construction of a chatbot for a certain domain. Other work has focused on the structure of questions and questionanswer pairs in online forums and discussions (Ding et al., 2008; .
Problem Definition
Assume we have a set of sentences exchanged between participants in an online discussion. Our objective is to identify sentences that display an attitude from the text writer to the text recepient from those that do not. An attitude is the mental position of one particpant with regard to another participant. An attitude may not be directly observable, but rather inferred from what particpants say to one another. The attitude could be either positive or negative. Strategies for showing a positive attitude may include agreement, and praise, while strategies for showing a negative attitude may include disagreement, insults, and negative slang. After identifying sentences that display an attitude, we also predict the sign (positive or negative) of that attitude.
Approach
In this section, we describe a model which, given a sentence, predicts whether it carries an attitude from the text writer toward the text recipient or not. Any given piece of text exchanged between two participants in a discussion could carry an attitude toward the text recipient, an attitude towards the topic, or no attitude at all. As we are only interested in attitudes between participants, we limit our study to sentences that use second person pronouns. Second person pronouns are usually used in conversational genre to indicate that the text writer is addressing the text recipient. After identifying those sentences, we do some pre-processing to extract the most relevant fragments. We examine these fragments to to identify the polarity of every word in the sentence. Every word could be assigned a semantic orientation. The semantic orientation could be either positive, negative, or neutral. The existence of polarized words in any sentence is an important indicator of whether it carries an attitude or not.
The next step is to extract several patterns at different levels of generalization representing any given sentence. We use those patterns to build two Markov models for every kind of patterns. The first model characterizes the relation between different tokens for all patterns that correspond to sentences that have an attitude. The second model is similar to the first one, but it uses all patterns that correspond to sentences that do not have an attitude. Given a new sentence, we extract the corresponding patterns and estimate the likelihood of every pattern being generated from the two corresponding models. We then compare the likelihood of the sentence under the two models and use this as a feature to predict the existence of an attitude. A pair of models will be built for every kind of patterns. If we have n different patterns, we will have n different likelihood ratios that come from n pairs of models.
Word Polarity Identification
Identifying the polarity of words is an important step for our method. Our word identification module is similar to the work in (Annon, 2010). We construct a graph where each node represent a word/part-ofspeech pair. Two nodes are linked if the words are related. We use WordNet (Miller, 1995) to link re-lated words based on synonyms, hypernyms, and similar to relations. For words that do not appear in Wordnet, we used Wiktionary, a collaboratively constructed dictionary. We also add some links based on co-occurrence statistics between words as from a large corpus. The resulting graph is a graph G(W, E) where W is a set of word/part-of-speech pairs, and E is the set of edges connecting related words.
We define a random walk model on the graph, where the set of nodes correspond to the state space of the random walk. Transition probabilities are calculated by normalizing the weights of the edges out of every node. Let S+ and S− be two sets of vertices representing seed words that are already labeled as either positive or negative respectively. We used the list of labeled seeds from (Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown, 1997) and (Stone et al., 1966) . For any given word w, we calculate the mean hitting time between w, and the two seed sets h(w|S+), and h(w|S−). The mean hitting time h(i|k) is defined as the average number of steps a random walker, starting in state i = k, will take to enter state k for the first time (Norris, 1997) . If h(w|S+) is greater than h(w|S−), the word is classified as negative, otherwise it is classified as positive. We also use the method described in to determine the contextual polarity of the identified words. The set of features used to predict contextual polarity include word, sentence, polarity, structure, and other features.
Identifying Relevant Parts of Sentences
The writing style in online discussion forums is very informal. Some of the sentence are very long, and punctuation marks are not always properly used. To solve this problem, we decided to use the grammatical structure of sentences to identify the most relevant part of sentences that would be the subject of further analysis. Figure 1 shows a parse tree representing the grammatical structure of a particular sentence. If we closely examine the sentence, we will notice that we are only interested in a part of the sentence that includes the second person pronoun "you". We extract this part, by starting at the word of interest , in this case "you", and go up in the hierarchy till we hit the first sentence clause. Once, we reach a sentence clause, we extract the corresponding text if it is grammatical, otherwise we go up one more level to the closest sentence clause. We used the Stanford parser to generate the grammatical structure of sentences (Klein and Manning, 2003) . 
Sentences as Patterns
The fragments we extracted earlier are more relevant to our task and are more suitable for further analysis. However, these fragments are completely lexicalized and consequently the performance of any analysis based on them will be limited by data sparsity. We can alleviate this by using more general representations of words. Those general representations can be used a long with words to generate a set of patterns that represent each fragment. Each pattern consists of a sequence of tokens. Examples of such patterns could use lexical items, part-of-speech (POS) tags, word polarity tags, and dependency relations.
We use three different patterns to represent each fragments:
• Lexical patterns: All polarized words are replaces with the corresponding polarity tag, and all other words are left as is.
• Part-of-speech patterns: All words are replaced with their POS tags. Second person pronouns are left as is. Polarized words are replaced with their polarity tags and their POS tags.
• Dependency grammar patterns: the shortest path connecting every second person pronoun to the closed polarized word is extracted. The second person pronoun, the polarized word tag, and the types of the dependency relations along the path connecting them are used as a pattern. It has been shown in previous work on relation extraction that the shortest path between any two entities captures the the information required to assert a relationship between them (Bunescu and Mooney, 2005) . Every polarized word is assigned to the closest second person pronoun in the dependency tree. This is only useful for sentences that have polarized words. Table 1 shows the different kinds of representations for a particular sentence. We use text, partof-speech tags, polarity tags, and dependency relations. The corresponding patterns for this sentence are shown in Table 2 .
Building the Models
Given a set of patterns representing a set of sentences, we can build a graph G = V, E, w where V is the set of all possible token that may appear in the patterns. E = V × V is the set of possible transitions between any two tokens. w : E → [0..1] is a weighting function that assigns to every pair of states (i, j) a weight w(i, j) representing the probability that we have a transition from state i to state j.
This graph corresponds to a Markovian model. The set of states are the vocabulary, and the the transition probabilities between states are estimated using Maximum Likelihood estimation as follows:
where N ij is the number of times we saw a transition from i to state j, and N i is the total number of times we saw state i in the training data. This is similar to building a language model over the language of the patterns.
We build two such models for every kind of patterns. The first model is built using all sentences that appeared in the training dataset and was labeled as having an attitude, and the second model is built using all sentences in the training dataset that do not have an attitude. If we have n kinds of patterns, we will build one such pair for every kind of patterns. Hence, we will end up with 2n models.
Identifying Sentences with Attitude
We split our training data into two splits; the first containing all sentences that have an attitude and the second containing all sentences that do not have an attitude. Given the methodology described in the previous section, we build n pairs of Markov models. Given any sentence, we extract the corresponding patterns and estimate the log likelihood that this sequence of tokens was generated from every model. Given a model M , and sequence of tokens T = (T 1 , T 2 , . . . T S n ), the probability of this token sequence being generated from M is:
where n is the number of tokens in the pattern, and W is the probability transition function.
The log likelihood is then defined as:
For every pair of models, we may use the ratio between the two likelihoods as a feature:
where T is the token sequence, LL Matt (T ) is the log likelihood of the sequence given the attitude model, and LL Mnoatt (T ) is the log likelihood of the pattern given the no-attitude model. Given the n kinds of patterns, we can calculate three different features. A standard machine learning classifier is then trained using those features to predict whether a given sentence has an attitude or not.
Identifying the Sign of an Attitude
To determine the orientation of an attitude sentence, we tried two different methods. The first method assumes that the orientation of an attitude sentence is directly related to the polarity of the words it contains. If the sentence has only positive and neutral words, it is classified as positive. If the sentence has only negative and neutral words, it is classified as negative. If the sentence has both positive and negative words, we calculate the summation of the polarity scores of all positive words and that of all negative words. The polarity score of a word is an indicator of how strong of a polarized word it is. If the former is greater, we classify the sentence as positive,otherwise we classify the sentence as negative.
The problem with this method is that it assumes that all polarized words in a sentence with an attitude target the text recipient. Unfortunately, that is not always correct. For example, the sentence "You are completely unqualified to judge this great person" has a positive word "great" and a negative word "unqualified". The first method will not be able to predict whether the sentence is positive or negative. To solve this problem, we use another method that is based on the paths that connect polarized words to second person pronouns in a dependency parse tree. For every positive word w , we identify the shortest path connecting it to every second person pronoun in the sentence then we compute the average length of the shortest path connecting every positive word to the closest second person pronoun. We repeat for negative words and compare the two values. The sentence is classified as positive if the average length of the shortest path connecting positive words to the closest second person pronoun is smaller than the corresponding value for negative words. Otherwise, we classify the sentence as negative.
Data
Our data was randomly collected from a set of discussion groups. We collected a large number of threads from the first quarter of 2009 from a set of Usenet discussion groups. All threads were in English, and had 5 posts or more. We parsed the downloaded threads to identify the posts and senders. We kept posts that have quoted text and discarded all other posts. The reason behind that is that participants usually quote other participants text when they reply to them. This restriction allows us to identify the target of every post, and raises the probability that the post will display an attitude from its writer to its target. We plan to use more sophsticated methods for reconstructing the reply structure like the one in (Lin et al., 2009) . From those posts, we randomly selected approximately 10,000 sentences that use second person pronouns. We explained earlier how second person pronouns are used in discussions genres to indicate the writer is targeting the text recipient. Given a random sentence selected from some random discussion thread, the probability that the sentence does not have an attitude is significantly larger than the probability that it will have an attitude. Hence, restricting our dataset to posts with quoted text and sentences with second person pronouns is very important to make sure that we will have a considerable amount of attitudinal sentences. The data was tokenized, sentence-split, partof-speech tagged with the OpenNLP toolkit. It was parsed with the Stanford dependency parser (Klein and Manning, 2003) .
Annotation Scheme
The goals of the annotation scheme are to distinguish sentences that display an attitude from those that do not. Sentences could display either a negative or a positive attitude. Disagreement, insults, and negative slang are indicators of negative attitude. Agreement, and praise are indicators of positive attitude. Our annotators were instructed to read every sentence and assign two labels to it. The first specifies whether the sentence displays an attitude or not. The existence of an attitude was judged on a three point scale: attitude, unsure, and no-attitude. The second is the sign of the attitude. If an attitude exists, annotators were asked to specify whether the attitude is positive or negative. To evaluate interannotator agreement, we use the agr operator presented in . This metric measures the precision and recall of one annotator using the annotations of another annotator as a gold standard. The process is repeated for all pairs of annotators, and then the harmonic mean of all values is reported. Formally:
where A, and B are the annotation sets produced by the two reviewers. Table 3 shows the value of the agr operator for all pairs of annotators. The harmonic mean of the agr operator is 80%. The agr operator was used over the Kappa Statistic because the distribution of the data was fairly skewed.
Experiments

Experimental Setup
We performed experiments on the data described in the previous section. The number of sentences with an attitude was around 20% of the entire dataset. The class imbalance caused by the small number of attitude sentences may hurt the performance of the learning algorithm (Provost, 2000) . A common way of addressing this problem is to artificially rebalance the training data. To do this we down-sample the majority class by randomly selecting, without replacement, a number of sentences without an attitude that equals the number of sentences with an attitude. That resulted in a balanced subset, approximately 4000 sentences, that we used in our experiments.
We used Support Vector Machines (SVM) as a classifier. We optimized SVM separately for every experiment. We used 10-fold cross validation for all tests. We evaluate our results in terms of precision, recall, accuracy, and F1. Statistical significance was tested using a 2-tailed paired t-test. All reported results are statistically significant at the 0.05 level. We compare the proposed method to several other baselines that will be described in the next subsection. We also perform experiments to measure the performance if we mix features from the baselines and the proposed method.
Baselines
The first baseline is based on the hypothesis that the existence of polarized words is a strong indicator that the sentence has an attitude. As a result, we use the number of polarized word in the sentence, the percentage of polarized words to all other words, and whether the sentences has polarized words with mixed or same sign as features to train an SVM classifier to detect attitude.
The second baseline is based on the proximity between the polarized words and the second person pronouns. We assume that every polarized word is associated with the closest second person pronoun. Let w be a polarized word and p(w) be the closes second person pronoun, and surf dist(w, p(w)) be the surface distance between w and p(w). This baseline uses the minimum, maximum, and average of surf dist(w, p(w)) for all polarized words as features to train an SVM classifier to identify sentences with attitude.
The next baseline uses the dependency tree distance instead of the surface distance. We assume that every polarized word is associated to the second person pronoun that is connected to it using the smallest shortest path. The dep dist (w, p(w) ) is calculated similar to the previous baselines but using the dependency tree distance. The minimum, maximum, and average of this distance for all polarized words are used as features to train an SVM classifier. 
Results and Discussion
Figure 2 compares the accuracy, precision, and recall of the proposed method (ML), the polarity based classifier (POL), the surface distance based classifier (Surf Dist), and the dependency distance based classifier (Dep Dist) . The values are selected to optimize F1. The figure shows that the surface distance based classifier behaves poorly with low accuracy, precision, and recall. The two other baselines behave poorly as well in terms of precision and accuracy, but they do very well in terms of recall. We looked at some of the examples to understand why those two baselines achieve very high recall. It turns out that they tend to predict most sentences that have polarized words as sentences with attitude. This results in many false positives and low true negative rate. Achieving high recall at the expense of losing precision is trivial. On the other hand, we notice that To better compare the performance of the proposed method and the baseline, we study the the precision-recall curves for all methods in Figure 3 . We notice that the proposed method outperforms all baselines at all operating points. We also notice that the proposed method provides a nice trade-off between precision and recall. This allows us some flexibility in choosing the operating point. For example, in some applications we might be interested in very high precision even if we lose recall, while in other applications we might sacrifice precision in order to get high recall. On the other hand, we notice that the baselines always have low precision regardless of recall. Table 4 shows the accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 for the proposed method and all baselines. It also shows the performance when we add features from the baselines to the proposed method, or merge some of the baselines. We see that we did not get any improvement when we added the baseline features to the proposed method. We believe that the proposed method captures all the information captured by the baselines and more.
Our proposed method uses three different features that correspond to the three types of patterns we use to represent every sentence. To understand the contributions of every feature, we measure the performance of every feature by itself and also all possible combinations of pairs of features. We compare that to the performance we get when using all features in Table 5 . We see that the part-of-speech patterns performs better than the text patterns. This makes sense because the former suffers from data sparsity. Dependency patterns performs best in terms of recall, while part-of-speech patterns outperform all others in terms of precision, and accuracy. All pairs of features outperform any single feature that belong to the corresponding pair in terms of F1. We also notice that using the three features results in better performance when compared to all other combinations. This shows that every kind of pattern captures slightly different information when compared to the others. It also shows that merging the three features improves performance.
One important question is how much data is required to the proposed model. We constructed a learning curve, shown in Figure 4 , by fixing the test set size at one tenth of the data, and varying the training set size. We carried out ten-fold cross validation as with our previous experiments. We see that adding more data continues to increase the accuracy, and that accuracy is quite sensitive to the training data. This suggests that adding more data to this model could lead to even better results.
We also measured the accuracy of the two methods we proposed for predicting the sign of attitudes. The accuracy of the first model that only uses the count and scores of polarized words was 95%. The accuracy of the second method that used dependency distance was 97%.
Error Analysis
We had a closer look at the results to find out what are the reasons behind incorrect predictions. We found two main reasons. First, errors in predicting word polarity usually propagates and results in errors in attitude prediction. The reasons behind incorrect word polarity predictions is ambiguity in word senses and infrequent words that have very few connection in thesaurus. A possible solution to this type of errors is to improve the word polarity identification module by including word sense disambiguation and adding more links to the words graph using glosses or co-occurrence statistics. The second reason is that some sentences are sarcastic in nature. It is so difficult to identify such sentences. Identifying sarcasm should be addressed as a separate prob- lem. A method that utilizes holistic approaches that takes context and previous interactions between discussion participants into consideration could be used to address it.
Conclusions
We have shown that training a supervised Markov model of text, part-of-speech, and dependecy patterns allows us to identify sentences with attitudes from sentences without attitude. This model is more accurate than several other baselines that use features based on the existence of polarized word, and proximity between polarized words and second person pronouns both in text and dependecy trees. This method allows to extract signed social networks from multi-party online discussions. This opens the door to research efforts that go beyond standard social network analysis that is based on positve links only. It also allows us to study dynamics behind interactions in online discussions, the relation between text and social interactions, and how groups form and break in online discussions.
